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Let us consider s shaft of variable cross-section which bss the shape of 
a circular truncated cone with an angle 2u as one part, and a circular 
cylinder as the other <see fig. 1. 

It is known that the problem concerning the torsion of a shaft with 
variable cross-section may be reduced, in accordance with Foppl [ 1 1 , to 
determination of a displacement function y (r, z) which on the cross- 
section of the shaft satisfies the equation 

PY 3 C3Y PY 
~f~~f~==“’ (if 

The stresses t r+ and the displacement Y are determined bs T (r, t 1 
through the 

2; = rY(r, 2) (3) 

where C is the shear modulus. 
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Let the shaft be twisted by means of a torsion moment MI applied at 

the end-face of the conical part, and applied by an arbitrary loading 

along the side surface and on the end face of the cylindrical part. 

The side surface of the conical part of the shaft will be assumed free 

from applied loads. 

Since the side surface of the conical part is free from loads. the 

projection on this surface of the total stress on the normal to the con- 

tour of the axial cross-section of the shaft is equal to zero. This con- 

dition may be written down in the form 

(4) 

The sum of moments of all shear stresses with respect to the axis of 

the shaft at the end face c = a is equal to the torsion Ml: 

r. 2n 

M I=- 

ss 
r’kFI (r, a) clr dcp (5) 

00 

The conditions on the side surface and on the end face of the cy- 

lindrical part are expressed by the equation 

vvpT (fi, :) = I1 (47 TJZ (r, 4 - f2(4 

where the functions f,(z) and f,(r) are stepwise continuous and have 

bounded variation in corresponding intervals. 

The solution will be sought in the form 

Y (?, 2) = 
Y, (r, c) in region I, where a d z < b 

Y2(r, Z) in regionlI,where b<.z<l 

Along the line of contact of regions I and II we must satisfy the 

continuity conditions 

Functions yI(r, z) and y2(r, z) will be taken in the form 

(‘3) 

(7) 

Y-‘, (r, z) = _ I2 + R (4z2 - r* ) + D + + ; .,I~[, (i.,;r) cos h, (J - b) -1 

k=l 
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-t f 2 J1 (slip) (Bk sh S~Z + C, ch sliz) 
k-l 

(10) 

where A, = kn /I - b, sk = pk/R, pk are the roots of the equation 

J2 (x) == 0 (11) 

Ji(x) is a Bessel function of i-th order of the first kind with a real 

argument, Ii(z) is a Bessel function of the first kind and of imaginary 

argument [ 2 1 . 

The solution (9) for the conical shaft was given by Foppl [l 1. 

Using relations (21, (9) and (10) we obtain the following expressions. 

For the conical part of the shaft 

For the cylindrical part of the shaft 

7:: (r, 2) = C {Ar + 8Brz - 2 Ah?.Jl (A~?) sin,),, (z -b) + 
k-1 

- i !$ J? (sg) (Rk sinh Pi: -t C, cash ~~2)) 

li-1 
(14) 

It is easy to see that the condition (4) on the side surface of the 

conical part of the shaft is identically satisfied by expressions (12). 

Satisfying condition (51, we obtain 
.I11 

The second of conditions (6) yields 

Here the value of the following integral was used 
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R 

s r2Jl (skr) dr = 0 

0 

The first of conditions (61 yields 

c: (- 2BIP _t 5 /l,h,l% (h$) cos h, (2 - b) ] = fl (z) 

k--l 

Introducing the notations 

I 

a0 = & 1 II (4 dz, 
b 

a,;=-&[ jl(z)cosAk(z-b)dz 

we obtain from (18) 

B=- 2;;2 , ak 

“‘k = G?,,l, (akK) 

(17) 

(W 

Satisfying the first of conditions (8) we obtain 

Cf 

(b2 + +)‘I2 
= (Ab + 4Bb2 + D) r - Br3 + i AkI, ()ikr) + 

k-1 

+ i JI (S,,r) (B k sinh skb + Ck cash skb) (2 1) 
k-1 

Multiplying (21) by r2 and integrating with respect to r between the 

limits zero and R, we obtain 

Cbd,=D~+ Ab R+-/-BH4[b2-~)+ R” $ -AkI;y) 

k-1 h 
(22) 

where the following notation has been introduced 

R 

do= f 
s 

r3dr 

o (b” + +)‘I2 

= (1 -cosa)z 

cos 2 (23) 

as well as the value of the integral 
R 

s 
r211 (akr) dr = 

fi212 (A$) 

0 ‘k 

Multiplying (211 by r.I1(spr) and integrating the solution obtained 

with respect to r between the same limits, we obtain 

R 
r2J1 (spr) dr R”J1 

C ,~ (b2 + r2)% = - 2H s 

(I*~) T, IlgAkI? (AkR) 

pp2 + H3J1 b-Q 2 h_l :pp2 + A,2H” + 

~{‘JI’ (II,) 
+ 2 (IIT, sinh SJJ -i_ C, cash s,,b) 

(24) 

(25) 
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For the integrals the following values were used 

R 

s 
r4J1 (s,r) dr = 

2K” 
- Jl (I-q 

0 
vp2 

R 

s rJl (her) .I1 (s,rf dp = 
h,RSIz (&$I JI (IQ 

0 
pp2 + &“RB 

R 

s rJ1 (Sk’) JI (sg) dr = 
for kfp 

0 for k= P 

(26) 

(27) 

In an analogous manner, the second of conditions (8) sields 

4cco 
A+8Bb=- R4 (28) 

R 

3Cb s r2J1 (sg) dr pLpR J12 (I*~) 
o (b% + r2)% = 2 (B,cosh s,b + Crsinh s,b) (29) 

where the expressions (l?), (15) and (28) were used. 

From relations (151, (161, (20) and (28) it follows that 

2$!$*+.*= 0 (39) 

which represents the equilibrium equation relating forces which twist the 

bar. 

From relations (22) and (161, taking into account (20) and (15). we 

obtain 

A --_ _ 2 M11 +- lMzb 
xG(l--b)R4 (31) 

J., _ hf2 (b” + ‘Is R2) -I- Mt (21b - ba + 11~ P) _ 
XC (1 -b)H’ 

(32) 

From (25) and (29) we find 

CT, = N,cosh s,b - hfrsinh s,b, Br, = IMZ, cash spb - N, sinh spb (33) 

where 
Ii 

nr, r -. 
- 3bM, 

s 

r2J1 (sg) dr 

~Gw~~~JI~ (f+ ,, (b2 + ~2)“‘~ 
(34) 
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R 
Ml 

fVP = xCcoIPJ1” (p,) s raJl (s,,r) dr 

o (b2 + rp + 

+ M2 + hf, 2R i ak 

xc (I- b)&,2Jl (P,) - GJl (I$) k_1 P,2 + a/p2 
(35) 

Substituting the found values of the coefficients into the formulas 

(2) and (3), we may determine the stresses r +r’ ‘42 and the displacement V. 

The integrals which enter into expressions (34) and (35) may be 

evaluated, if they are represented in the form of a series. For example, 

for the integral 

’ x2J1 (sx) dx 

I - (x4 + q% 

we obtain, integrating by parts, 

s x2J1 (5s) dx 
(h2 + x2)'lz = - 

SJl(=$ 
=-. 

(22 + b2)", 

+ s tx2 + b2jJz _ro (SI) + ~2\(~2 + b2j"'J1(sx) dx = 

Sk (x2 + b”)” -‘;n (2k: f 1) Jk_l .(sx) 

k-o 
(2k -]- I)!! zk--l 

In an analogous manner 

s x’J1 (sx) dx XJI (~4 
5 

skfl (x2+ b2)k-“t(2k + 1) J, (SX) 
(bZ + x2)“1z = - 3 (x2 + q% - 3 k_0 (2k + I)!! xk 

(37) 

In the particular case where the side surface is free from traction 

we obtain 

a0 = ak = 0, MI=--* (38) 

The solution for the cylindrical part of the shaft takes the form 

y2 (r, 2) = /dZ + D + f i J, (Skr) (Bk Sinhskz + c, cash s,& 

k-l 

(39) 

where 
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